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Maggie Arbeid
No Return- Move On

  
Slipping down the  slope 
to inertia – sloth and apathy 
to some sort of revival and purpose –
on my own – no longer able to avoid
the technological age – the world second-hand.

My patient friend  says: 
It really is quite easy, just try, just play,
look to the future online. 
But where is the energy, the interest,
the will to carry me along to –
a new way of being? 

My brain drained –
this foreign place – a new language
to understand, new values to live by
and connect with – old values gone –
old enthusiasms, which drove me creatively –
galleries, theatres, concerts – 
music communicated live – now –
a second-hand experience – on a screen –
isolated and controlled – no pleasure shared.

Shopping online, no senses used, no touching,
no feeling, no perfume-trying – just branding.
A shopping trip with a friend – an adventure,
a chat over coff ee and cake, city centre – all gone
in shut down – vibrant Brighton by the sea –
waiting to be washed away.

John Kefala Kerr
Lockdown Lyric

I
out of milk, we hit the back lanes 
(there are zombies about!)

a discarded heater lies on its back
so many others like that Bowie would say

we have almond milk but it curdles
I drink it anyway, recalling my nightmare:

sabotaged elevator, trapped occupants, 
lockdown handle, desperate bid to escape.

you are the perfect companion (a Darling Bud) 
your instincts frugal… no, opulent––

grocery slots appear at midnight 
the supermarket Santa wears green

DME stands for ‘distance measuring equipment’ 
the calibration in tenths of a mile—

OK for planes but too crude for pandemics— 
our eyes identify targets and our legs respond:

avoid the huge dog, the roundabout,
Marie Celeste buses, magpies on pavements

John Kefala Kerr
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at dusk, the electric star is underlined 
by a chalky stripe from a rare high fl yer;

the vapour drifts, deserting the star, 
draping the moon in a gauzy chemise

the birds’ evensong is balloon-twist magic, 
a sweep across the AM dial

today we went out in our thin shoes
and you said it was like walking in slippers

the next day I said:
do you remember us going out in our thin shoes?
and you said:
yes, they were very thin.
 

II
what are those trolleys called that you push? 
the woman at the clinic had one

examining the zip – she says, it goes
this way, but I’m right-handed!

I respond with lockdown fads— 
new guitar strings, fi xing bikes...

test rides happen in the back lane 
with the SUV guys revving up

Captain Tom had a trolley,
but the SUV guys have real power

they demonstrate it, on hire, 
via Audi, Mercedes, BMW

the junkies are out early 
(emergency rendezvous)

some people wear masks 
but we prefer to zig-zag

between the Corner of Death 
and the Phone Box of Birth
 

III
this can’t be my neighbourhood 
what a lovely place!

hello sky, hello air, hello England 
goodbye… other things

see the hedges of the deprived 
clipped close to topiary

and the ornamental 
Dyson posing for my lens?

I want to write songs again 
be a teenage bard—
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Land of Epidemiology 
(my biggest hit),
Th e Risks of Unfettered Capitalism 
(the B-side)

we listen to the squeaky-wheel bird 
before boarding our boat (the sofa),

which fl oats on a sea of laminate, 
and drink tea after sleep…

pondering our next move,
we save Scotland from Above for later

and ride out to the contaminated beach 
to see the duck
 

IV
we pushed the boat out today 
far enough to conjure a marina

and equate the dinghy there 
to alfresco sausages and beer

we pedalled a teardrop route, 
avoidance looming large 

and drinkable things piling up
—milk, beer, detergent…

 
V
at night people can’t breathe 
and this is the real evacuation

that VE Day can’t swallow 
in this smash-and-grab war

for air (the pinched prize) 
where the pressure drops

and the tube in the mouth 
and the pipe in the throat

make now a time of panic
    of agents of medicine

attending to ditched vessels 
and cries for a scuba team

and faces behind screens 
bringing gusts of love

—all entirely breathable 
though not by lungs
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